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UNCOVERED RADAR FLASH | February 19, 2020 

DRILL RESULTS 

First Assays from Winter Drilling Reveal Best Intercept yet at Hurricane 
 
OUR TAKE: ISO released assays from its first hole drilled this winter (LE20-30) at its 100%-owned Larocque East project. Initial scintillometer results were 
reported February 4th for this hole. Results of LE20-30 represent the best intercept to-date on the project confirmed by assays, but we expect successive 
holes, where we have already seen scint results (assays pending), will likely outstrip LE20-30’s assays.  This means more positive news flow coming from 
ISO.  Last Thursday in the Q1/2020 Haywood Junior Exploration Report we highlighted the very positive (and freshly reported) initial scintillometer results 
for two newer drill holes of the winter program (LE20-34 and LE20-32A). Both holes have the potential to put up better assays than the positive results from 
LE20-30 (compared below). 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

 First assay from winter drilling comes up hot.  The assays for the first hole of the winter program intersected significant mineralization, highlighted 
below, and represents the best intersection to-date at the project, but that is likely about to change (see Figure 1). 

o Hole LE20-30 (assays):  intersected 5.5 metres grading 7.1% U3O8, 0.9% nickel and 0.3% cobalt, from 329.5 metres depth, and included 1.5 
metres grading 24.0% U3O8. 

o Hole LE20-30 (scintillometer, Feb. 4th):  cut 5.5 metres registering >500 cps radioactivity and included 1.5 metres registering >20,000 cps. 

 Assays pending on two more holes with potential to best today’s results. Last week, upon review of the new scintillometer results from holes LE20-

34 and LE20-32A we said “new holes of the winter program were just released this week and carried the strongest radioactivity drilled on the property 

to-date in semi-massive to massive pitchblende intervals.” We expect assays from both holes to best LE20-30 assays based on the off-scale 

radioactivity recorded in the included intervals, which are equal to, or greater in length, than LE20-30, and of materially higher scint count. We 

expect assay results from the two holes noted above to be released ASAP. Below are the scintillometer results for comparison (Figure 1). 

o Hole LE20-34 cut 8.5 m measuring >500 cps on the scintillometer, including 2.0 m of off-scale radioactivity (>65,000 cps) 

o Hole LE20-32A cut 8.5 m measuring >500 cps on the scintillometer, including 1.5 m of off-scale radioactivity (>65,000 cps) 

 Background on Hurricane. Since discovery in summer 2018, the Hurricane zone has been the subject of two major drill campaigns, including 29 holes 

in 2019 with an impressive exploration hit rate, where 20 of 29 holes intersected mineralization.  Hurricane has grown to a mineralized footprint of 

500 m x 40 m x 10 m thick. The Larocque East property was acquired from Cameco in May 2018. The discovery hole was drilled in July 2018 and included 

a subinterval of 1.0m grading 6.45% U3O8 (within 8.5m grading 1.26% U3O8). The Hurricane zone lies 35 km from Orano’s McClean Lake mill and occurs 

at a relatively shallow depth of ~320m below surface.  Known uranium mineralization is interpreted to occur “on a major basement tapping fault system 

that has caused a ridge in the sub-Athabasca unconformity”. 

BOTTOM LINE:  ISO is among a very short list of uranium exploration plays delivering interesting results with the potential to evolve the Hurricane Zone into 
a significant new deposit. The 2-rig, 20-hole winter drill program is fully funded and we expect it to generate a steady flow of news over the next few months 
as ISO carries out the campaign. ISO’s strong technical team is driving an exploration strategy built on interpretation of geophysical data that is bearing fruit 
and rapidly uncovering the project’s potential. The winter drill program will likely cost in the $2.2-$2.4 million range, and with $7.0 million in the treasury 
ISO should be funded to the end of 2020, depending on how aggressive the Company gets this summer. 

Technical Analysis: The stock has seen a bullish momentum shift after finding support in the $0.35 zone and is showing signs of accumulation (Figure 2).   
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Figure 1: Location of Larocque East Project and Drill Holes at Hurricane Zone (significant results highlighted in blue) 

 

 
Source: IsoEnergy 
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Figure 2: Technical Analysis  

 

Source: Stockcharts.com 
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Important Information and Legal Disclaimers 

This report is intended for institutional investors and may only be distributed to non-institutional US clients in the following states: Alaska, 
Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Iowa, Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Louisiana, Maryland, Maine, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Missouri, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 
South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Washington, Wisconsin, West Virginia, and Wyoming. Otherwise, this report may only be 
distributed into those states with an institutional buyer state securities registration exemption. 

Analyst Certification 

I, Colin Healey, hereby certify that the views expressed in this report (which includes the rating assigned to the issuer’s shares as well as 
the analytical substance and tone of the report) accurately reflect my/our personal views about the subject securities and the issuer. No 
part of my/our compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations. 

Important Disclosures 

Of the companies included in the report the following Important Disclosures apply: 

 Haywood Securities, Inc. has reviewed lead projects of IsoEnergy ltd. (ISO-V) and a portion of the expenses for this travel may have 
been reimbursed by the issuer. 

 Haywood Securities, Inc. or one of its subsidiaries has received compensation for investment banking services from IsoEnergy ltd. 
(ISO-V) in the past 24 months.           

Other material conflict of interest of the research analyst of which the research analyst or Haywood Securities Inc. knows or has reason to 
know at the time of publication or at the time of public appearance: 

 n/a 

Distribution of Ratings (as of February 19, 2020) 

 
 

Link to Research Policy: http://haywood.com/what-we-offer/research/research-policy 
Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund 

IB Clients

% # (TTM)

Buy 76.2% 80 93.8%

Hold 14.3% 15 3.1%

Sell 1.0% 1 0.0%

Tender 1.0% 1 0.0%

UR (Buy) 1.0% 1 0.0%

UR (Hold) 0.0% 0 0.0%

UR (Sell) 0.0% 0 0.0%

Dropped (TTM) 6.7% 7 3.1%
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